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HRFE ISSUES ADDRESSED IN THE 11.0 RELEASE 
 

 

8853 – EGC tab error at the Benefits route stop 
The Benefits Office would receive a hard error: “there are errors in the EGC/ECC tab. Employee 
Group/Class Change Payout Data Activation is a required field. Please complete before continuing.”  
The payout answer has reverted back to “Select One’ after a previous Y or N selection was made. This 
has been fixed within this release. 
 

8860 – Cleaning up the Separation tab 
It was noticed that the Memo field on the Separation tab was not behaving as the other Memo fields 
within the application. The “Add” button would move as you adjusted the screen size of the 
application.  The “Add” button has been fixed to where it will always be in the same position on the 
screen.   

 

8636 – Add new job change reason codes to HRFE 
The job change reason codes are now handled differently within the code.  Going forward this will 
allow us to add any new job change reason codes in a timely manner as it will not require a HRFE 
Release or Patch. 

 

8846 – Rehire: NZRBDTC constraint error when applying a rehire being put into same position they used to 
hold 

Users were receiving the “A fatal error has occurred.  Contact AITS for specific details” error when 
applying a rehire transaction for an employee.   This was occurring when the employee used to hold a 
position/job that had NZADTCP data populated.  This issue was corrected in the previous release but 
issues were still being reported.  Additional fixes have been put in place to correct this issue. 

 

8581 – Hours Per Day editable at Campus Apply stop on REA transactions 
The Hours per Day field is now editable at the Campus Apply stops for Reappointment transactions 
for all e-classes.  


